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Date

1940/12/10

102. Infanterie-Division - Unit History

1941/06/20

1941/07/26

1941/08/06

1941/09/04

1941/10/29

1942/02/05

1942/04/30

1942/06/28

1942/08/08

1942/11/01

1943/01/01

Location

Wehrkreis II, Stettin
Lager Gross Born

Johannisburg (Pisz),
Biala Piska, Augustow,-
Grodno, Vilnyus

Disna, Polotsk

Nevel, Toropets,
Velikiye Luki

Toropets, Volga River

Olenino, Rzhev

Rzhev, Sychevka, Olenino,
Nelidovo

Nelidovo, Olenino, Bely

Bely, Vyazma

Rzhev, Sychevka

Rzhev, Osuga River

Rzhev, Sychevka, Vyazma,
Dorogobuzh, Kirov, Lokot
Sevsk, Kromy

Activity

Formation, training

Mopping-up operations,
road construction

Mopping-up operations

Movement, offensive engagements

Offensive engagements

Position defense

Defensive operations

Defensive operations

Preparation for and execution of
Operation Seydlitz

Position defense

Position defense

Position defense
defensive engagements,
position defense

Chain of Command

C.O.: Gen.Maj. John Ansat, 1940/12/10-1942/02/01
Subordinate to: AK 2, 1040/11/15-1940/12/31;

AK 20, 1941/01/01-1941/03/15;
AOK 11, 1941/03/16-1941/04/14;
AK 53, 1941/04/15-1941/05/07;
AOK 11, 1941/05/08-1941/05/24;
AOK 9, 1941/05/25-1941/06/01;
AK 20, 1941/06/02-1941/06/18;
AK 42, 1941/06/19-1941/06/24;
AK 6, 1941/06/25;
AOK 9, 1941/06/26-1941/07/20;
Bfh.rueckw.HGeb.Mitte, 1941/07/21-1941/08/06

AOK 9, 1941/08/07-1941/08/11

AK 40 Pz, 1941/08/12-1941/09/10

AK 23, 1941/09/11-1942/07/30

C.O.: Gen.Maj. Albrecht Baier, 1942/02/01-1942/05/01

Gen.Lt. Johannes Friesner, 1942/05/01-1943/01/20

Subordinate to: AK 39 Pz, 1942/07/31-1943/03/11

AOK 9, 1943/03/12-1943/03/13;
AK 47 Pz, 1943/03/14-1943/03/31;
AK 20, 1943/04/01-1943/04/24;
AK 46 Pz, 1943/04/24-1943/08/11

C.O.: Gen.Lt. Otto Hitzfeld, 1943/01/20-1943/11/05w
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Date Location

1943/07/01 Fatezh, Ponyri,
Desna River, Sozh River

1943/10/01 Gomel, Mozyr

1944/01/01 Kalinkovichi, Petrikov

1944/02/01 Makarichi

1944/03/31 Pripet River, Golubitsa,

Activity

Defensive engagements
withdrawal

Withdrawal, defensive
engagements

Position defense

Position defense, training

Rear area security

Chain of Command

Subordinate to: AK 35, 1943/08/12-1943/08/30;
AK 56 Pz, 1943/08/31-1943/09/08;
AK 20, 1943/09/09-1944/01/10

C.O.: Gen.Lt. Werner von Bercken, 1943/11/10-1945/05/12

Subordinate to: AOK 2, 1944/01/11-1944/01/24;

AK 23, 1944/01/25-1944/02/12;

AK 20, 1944/02/12-1944/03/31

Although no records of this division dated later than 1944/03/31 are available, situation maps of Heeresgruppe Ost show:

1944/06/28 Luninets Withdrawal

1944/07/30 Sokolow, Poland Withdrawal

1945/01/17 Ostroleka, Lomza Defensive engagements

1945/03/24 Heiligenbeil Defensive engagements

Records of the 102.ID are reproduced on rolls 1232-1241, 2356-2358 of Microfilm Publication T315 as described immediately following.

Manuscripts in the Foreign Military Studies series, prepared by former German officers for the Historical Division, Headquarters United States
Army, Europe, between 1945 and 1959, contain references to the 102.ID as follows:

Russia, summer 1943 NB # D-153 ("XX Corps in the Defense on the Area Southwest of Orel.11)
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50 102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

la, TB. Activation of the 102.Infantcrie-Division
(12. Welle) on 10 Dec 1940, oy StelIvertretendes
Generalkommando AK 2 at Truppenuebungsplatz Gross
Born, Lager Westfalenhof, with cadre from the 8. ID and
28.ID and Wehrkreiskommando VIII; formation, equipping
and training.

la, KT3 1. Training of the division at
Truppenuebungsplatz Gross Born, Lager Westfalenhof,
transfer to and arrival at Johannisburg (Pisz) on 20
Jun 1941, the advance from Biala Piska to the Grodno
area via Augustow, mopping-up operations northeast of
Grodno from 26 Jan, the securing of the area northeast
of Vilnyus, 9-31 Jul, and road construction in the
area between Vilnyus and Minsk,

la, Anlagenband I zum KT3 1. Taktische Meldungen und
Befehle.

la, Anlagenband III zum KTB 1, vom 16.5.-25.7.1941;
Ic, TB vom 15.11.1940 bis 31.7.1941; Ila, TB vom
16.5.-25.7.1941. Intelligence reports and bulletins
and directives concerning enemy operations, movements,
unit identification, and tactical situation during
training at Gross Born; battles on the East Prussian
border; mopping-up operations in the area northeast
of Grodno; security of the Vilnyus area; control of
the civilian population; and troop entertainment. An
activity report of the Personnel Branch, a register
of officers, casualty and combat and ration strength
reports.

la, KTB 2. Mopping-up operations in the Disna area,
transfer to the Nevel area via Polotsk on 6 Aug 1941,
and offensive engagements in the Toropets and
Velikiye Luki areas.

la, Anlagenband III zum KTB 2, Ic, Ila, TB.
Intelligence reports and bulletins, directives, and

1940/11/15-1941/05/15 102.ID 15081/1 1232

1941/05/16-1941/07/25 102.ID 16099/1 1232 13

1941/05/16-1941/07/01 102.ID 16099/2

1940/11/15-1941/07/31 102.ID 16099/4

1232

1232

72

430

1941/07/26-1941/09/03 102.ID 18566/1

1941/07/26-1941/09/03 102.ID 18566/4

1232

1232

532

623
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102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION 51

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST F R A M E

overlays pertaining to enemy operations, movements,
unit identification, and tactical situation; control
of the civilian population; military security;
antipartisan operations; troop entertainment; and a
German translation of an order concerning Red
partisans. An activity report of the Personnel
Branch, including a register of officers.

la, KTB 3. Offensive engagements from the Toropets 1941/09/04-1941/10/28 102.ID 23774/1 1232 745
area to the Volga River north of olenino. An activity
report of the Personnel Branch, including a register
of officers,

la, Anlagen zum KTB 3. Daily reports, raessagesr 1941/09/04-1941/10/28 102.ID 23774/2 1232 876
orders, maps, and overlays pertaining to defensive
operations in the Dvina River area, mission, battle
conduct, supply situation, tactical disposition, and
the crossing of the Volga River near Rzhev. An
intelligence bulletin concerning enemy operations,

la, KTB 4, Ila, TB, War journal of the Operations 1941/10/29-1942/02/04 102.ID 23774/3 1233 1
Branch and maps pertaining to position defense in the
Olenino and Rzhev areas. An activity report of the
Personnel Branch with a register of officers and
corabat and ration strength an1 casualty reports,

la, Anlagenband zum KTB 4. Defensive operations in 1941/10/29-1942/02/04 102.ID 23774/4 1233 136
the Olenino and Rzhev areas,

la, KTB 5; Ila, TB. War journal of the Operations 1942/02/05-1942/04/29 102.ID 23774/6 1234 1
Branch with maps pertaining to defensive operations in
the Rzhev, Sycnevka, Oleuino, and Nelidovo areas. An
activity report of the personnel Branch with a
register of officers and casualty and combat and
ration strength reports.

Ic, TB. Intelligence, reconnaissance, and 1942/02/05-1942/04/29 102.ID 23774/7 1234 128
interrogation reports, intelligence bulletins, and
overlays pertaining to onemy operations, movements,
unit identification and strength, losses, acts of
espionage, and tactical situation in the Rzhev and
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52 102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION
/

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

Olenino areas. Also, German translations of enemy
combat orders; coups and division orders relating to
antipartisan actions and defensive operations; and a
report and a proclamation concerning the new
"agrarian order."

la, Anlagenband zum KTB 5. Defensive and offensive 1942/02/05-1942/04/28 102.ID 23774/8 1234 434
operations in the area south of the Tudovka River;
tactical disposition; preparations for and execution
of Operation Brueckenschlag (to cut the supply routes
of the Soviet 3d and 4th Shock Armies) carried out in
March; tactical regrouping of the division into
Kampfgruppe Nord, KampCgruppe West, and Kampfgruppe
Sued, 8 Apr 1942; and the securing of railroad lines,
An a f t e r ac t i on report of S tossgruppe J o r d a n , 25 Jan-27
Feb 1942, status and combat strength reports, and
order-of-bat t le char ts .

la, KTB 6; Ila, TB. War j o u r n a l of the Opera t ions 1942/04/30-1942/06/27 102 . ID 23774/9 1234 867
Branch concerning defensive operations in the
Nelidovo, Olenino, and Bely areas and preparations
for Operation Seydlitz (planned destruction of the
Soviet 39th Army and parts of the Soviet 22d and 41st
Armies encircled west of bely). Activity report of
the Personnel Branch with register of officers and
casualty and combat and ration strength reports.

Ic, TB mit Anlagen. Intelligence and interrogation 1942/04/30-1942/06/27 102.ID 23774/10 1234 926
reports, intelligence bulletins, maps and overlays
pertaining to enemy operations, movements, unit
identification, losses, partisan activity, and
tactical situation in the Bely area;
counter intelligence activity; control of the civilian
population; and troop entertainment. Directives
relating to the handling of Russian deserters.

la, Anlagenband zum KTB 6. Daily reports, messages, 1942/04/30-1942/06/27 102.ID 23774/11 1235 1
orders, and overlays pertaining to map exercise and
preparations for Operation Nordpol (called off by
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102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION 53

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

higher headquarters, 20 May 1942, due to impassable
roads); defense organization after the thaw period;
and map exercises and preparations for Operation
Seydlitz. Orders and afteraction reports regarding
Operation Maiblume (assault action in the area north
of Olenino), an afteraction critique relating to
cooperation between arnored and infantry units,
order-of-battle charts, and status and comoat strength
reports,

la, KTB 7; Ha, TB. War journal of the Operations 1942/06/28-1942/08/07 102.ID 23774/12 1235 467
Branch concerning the execution of Operation
Seydlitz; movement to Volosta-Pyatnitsa , 15-23 Jul
1942; and the transfer in August from the Vyazma area
to the Rzhev and Sychevka areas for defensive
operations. Activity report of the Personnel Branch
with a register of officers and casualty and combat
and ration strength reports.

Ic, TB mit Anlagen. Activity report with 1942/06/28-19^2/08/07 102.ID 23774/13 1235 534
interrogation reports and intelligence bulletins
concerning enemy operations, movements, unit
identification, losses, armament, propaganda, and
tactical situation; counterintelligence activity; and
troop entertainment,

la, Anlagen zurn KTB 7. Daily reports, orders, 1942/06/29-19U2/08/07 102.ID 23774/14 1235 577
directives, messages, and overlays pertaining to the
completion of Operation Seydlitz; breakthrough of
Russian forces between Ivanovka and Krapivna in the
night of 9-10 Jul; preparations for and execution of
Operation Wirbelwind (the crossing of the Pereksha
River and the Svotitsa River and the blocking of the
Mosalsk-Yerzunovo road). Afteraction reports on
Operation Seydlitz and other combat action dated 14
Jul 1942, and special directives on supply,
antiaircraft artillery, reconnaissance, and securing
of conquered territory.w
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54 102, INFANTERIE-DIVISION

CONTENTS

la, KTB 8. Position defense between Rzhev and
Sychevka.

la, Anlagen zum KTB 8. Reports, messages, orders,
directives, and overlays pertaining to defensive
operations, counterattacks, training, construction of
defensive positions, preparations for the winter,
securing of railroad lines, transportation matters,
antipartisan operations, and the tactical disposition
of the division and the enemy on the Kalinin front.
Afteraction reports, 14 Aug-27 Sep 1942, and status,
casualty, and strength reports.

la, Anlagen zura KTB 8, Daily reports, messages,
orders, directives, and overlays pertaining to
defensive and assault operations, training,
construction of defensive positions, increase of
fighting power; and the organization, assignment,
training, combat activities, and tactical disposition
of alert units. Afteraction reports and combat
strengt) and status reports.

Ic, T3 mit Anlagen. Activity report with
interrogation summaries and intelligence bulletins,
maps, and overlays pertaining to enemy operations,
movements, unit identification and appraisal, losses,
weapons, and tactical situation; counterintelligence
activity; and propaganda.

la, KTB 9; Ila, TB. Position defense southeast of
Rzhev along the Osuga River. Activity report of the
Personnel Branch with a register of officers and
casualty and combat and ration strength reports.

Ic, TB mit Anlagen. Intelligence and interrogation
reports, intelligence bulletins, maps, and overlays
pertaining to enemy operations, movements, unit
identification and fighting qualities; and troop
entertainment.

la, KTB 10 mit Anlagen. Position defense in the area

DATES ITEM NO.

1942/08/08-1942/10/31 102.ID 24854/1

1942/08/08-1942/10/31 102.ID 24854/2

ROLL 1ST F R A M E

1235 961

1235 1066

1942/09/29-1942/10/31 102.ID 24854/3 1236

1942/08/08-1942/10/31 102.ID 24854/4 1236 242

1942/11/01-1942/12/31 102.ID 26562/1

1942/11/01-1942/12/31 102.ID 26562/4

1943/0 V01-1943/06/30 102.ID 34133/1

1236

1236

325

405

1236 518
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102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION 55

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

between Rzhev and Sychevka, Jan-Feb 1943, defensive —
engagements in the Vyazma, Dorogobuzh, Kirov, Lokot,
and Sevsk areas, and position defense in the area
south of Kromy, May-Jun 1943. A register of officers
and casualty and combat and ration strength reports,

la, Anlagenband 1 zum KT3 10. Daily reports, 1943/01/01-1943/03/02 102.ID 34133/2 1236 646
messages, orders, maps, and overlays pertaining to
defensive and assault operations, preparations and
execution of Operation Ludendorft" (disengagement to
withdraw to a more advantageous de.fensive position in
the Sychevka area), training, and planned movement
southward toward Vyazma. Afteraction critiques
relating to defense against major enemy attacks and
order-of-battle charts of the division and AK 39 Pz.

Iar Anlagenband 2 zum KTB 10. Defensive operations in 1943/03/03-1943/04/19 102.ID 34133/3 1237 1
the Vyazma area, movement to the Lokot area, 12-16
Mar 1943, defensive action in the Usozha River sector,
offensive engagements in the Sevsk area at the end of
March, planned transfer to the area south of Kromy,
and combating of partisans. Afteraction reports
concerning rearguard engagements; CL'iti'jues relating
to the division's movements; status and strength
reports; order-of-battle charts; and an intelligence
bulletin with maps.

Ic, TB mit Anlagen. Intelligence and reconnaissance 1943/01/01-1943/06/30 102.ID 34133/6 1237 629
reports, intelligence bulletins, maps, and overlays
pertaining to enemy operations, movements, unit
identification, and tactical situation;
counterintelligence activity; evacuation of the
civilian population; and German propaganda,

la, KTB 11. Defensive engagements in the area west of 1943/07/01-1943/09/30 102.ID 37539/1 1238 1
Fatezh and Ponyri, movement to and defense of the
Sevsk area at the end of August, withdrawal across the
Desna River in September and later across tu^ Sozh
River.w
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56 102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

la, Anlagenband 1 zum KTB 11. Daily reports, 1943/07/01-1943/07/22 102.ID 37539/2 1238 138
messages, orders, and overlays pertaining to
offensive operations, the taking over of the Gruppe
Manteuffel sector, the relief of the division by the
7.ID, 15 Jul 1943, the reorganization for defense, and
the withdrawal to the Rakitnya position in the Ponyri
area. Special supply directives and order-of-battle
charts.

la, Anlagenband 2 zum KTB 11. Daily reports, 1943/07/23-1943/08/03 102.ID 37539/3 1238 372
messages, orders, and overlays pertaining to
counterattacks, withdrawal to the Rakitnya position,
defensive engagements, and preparations for and
execution of Hagenbewegung (withdrawal in three stages
to the Hagenstellungon northwest of Fatezh). An
afteraction critique relating to defensive
engagements, combat strength and status reports,
order-of-battle charts, and special directives
concerning signal communications.

la, Anlagenband 3 zum KTB 11. Daily reports, 1943/08/04-1943/08/27 102.ID 37539/4 1238 656
messages, orders, and overlays pertaining to the
execution of Hagenbewegung, battle conduct in the
Hagenstellungen, and construction of the Leski-Lokot
positions, Afteraction critiques relating to assault
troop operations and a combat strength report,

la, Anlagenband 4 zura KTB 11. Daily reports, 1943/08/28-1943/09/06 102.ID 37539/5 1238 967
messages, orders, and overlays pertaining to the
withdrawal to and occupation of the Heinrich, Ida, and
Gustav-Stellungen, withdrawal of the division's
noncombatant unit beyond the Desna River, and
preparation for withdrawal of combat units across this
river. An order-of-battle chart,

la, Anlagenband 5 zum KTB 11. Withdrawal across the 1943/09/07-1943/09/21 102.ID 37539/6 1239 1
Desna River and occupation and defense of the Desna
and Panther positions and later the schwarze Linie,
braune Linie, and blaue Linie; antipartisan operations
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102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION 57

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO, ROLL 1ST FRAME

and preparations for winter combat engagements,
la, Anlagenband 6 zura KTB 11. Withdrawal to the 1943/09/23-1943/09/30 102.ID 37539/7 1239 281

Gasichevka and Klyusy area, occupation of the
Dorastellung, defensive engagements at the Sharpilovka
bridgehead , withdrawal across the Sozh River, and
occupation and defense of the Delta and Sozh
positions.

Ic, TB mit Anlagen, Activity report with 1943/07/01-1943/09/30 102.ID 37539/8 1239 401
intelligence, reconnaissance, and interrogation
reports, maps, and overlays pertaining to enemy
operations, movements, unit identification and
strength, and tactical situation; counterintelligence
activity; and troop entertainment and indoctrination
against enemy propaganda. A survey on enemy losses
and an afteraction report of Gren. Regt. 233.

la, KTB 12. Defensive engagements and withdrawal from 1943/10/01-1943/12/31 102.ID 40560/1 1239 563
the area south of Gomel to the Mozyr area. In
November 1943 units of the 216.ID were incorporated
in the 102.ID and from this period it was also known
as Kampfgruppe 102.

la, Anlagen z UIB KTB 12. Daily reports, messages, 1943/10/01-1943/10/28 102.ID 405bO/2 1239 669
orders, and overlays pertaining to disengagements
from the Sozh to th.e Dnieper (Panther) position,
battle conduct in defensive positions, and enlarging
of the division sector, Afteraction reports and an
order-of-battle chart,

la, Anlagen zum KTB 12. Reports, orders, messages, 1943/10/29-1943/11/22 102.ID 40560/3 1239 948
and overlays pertaining to defensive operations,
incorporation of units of the 216,ID into the 102.ID,
reorganization, and construction of defensive
positions. Combat strength report and an
order-of-battle chart,

la, Anlagen zum KTB 12. Occupation and defense of the 1943/11/23-1943/12/31 102.ID 40560/4 1240 1
Biberstellung in the Prudok, Ptich, and Kalinkovichi
areas, construction of defense positions northeast ofw
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58 102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

Mozyr, and antitank defense plans. Orier-of-battle
charts of the new type of division and data on enemy
artillery,

Ic, VI, TB. Activity report of the Intelligence 1943/10/01-1943/12/31 102.ID 40560/5 1240 315
Branch with intelligence and interrogation reports,
maps, and overlays pertaining to enemy operations,
movements, unit identification, losses, and tactical
situation; counter intelligence activity; and troop
entertainment. An activity report of the Nazi
Guidance Officer. Reports on care, control, and
evacuation of foreign auxiliaries (Hilf swillige) and
an afteraction critique relating to disengagement and
withdrawal battles and strength and fighting qualities
of enemy units facing the division sector,

la, KTB 13. Position defense in the Kalinkovichi and 1944/01/01-1944/03/31 102.ID 45321/1 1240 410
Petrikov areas, A combat and ration strength report,

la, Anlagenband 1 zum KTB 13. Daily reports, 1944/01/01-1944/01/31 102.ID 45321/2 1240 485
messages, orders, maps, and overlays pertaining to
defensive operations, security of rear areas, antitank
defense plans, and formation of Gruppe von Berken by

order of AOK 2, 12 Jan 1944, to defend the Petrikov
bridgehead. Afteraction reports and critiques
relating to defensive engagements; an order regarding
an attack by Ski Jaeger Brigade 1; and
order-of-battle charts,

la, Anlagenband 2 zum KTb 13. Construction and 1944/02/01-1944/02/29 102,10 45321/3 1240 848
defense of fortified positions along the Pripet River
in the Golubitsa, Petrikov, and Makarichi areas,
securing of rear area's, assault troop operations, and
map exercise, 27 Feb 1944, {disengagement to a
position above the high water level, blaue Linie).
Afteraction critique relating to combating of enemy
tanks and order-of-battle charts.

la, Anlagenband 3 zum KTB 13. Daily reports, 1944/03/01-1944/03/31 102.ID 45321/4 1241 1
messages, orders, and maps pertaining to the care of
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102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION 59

CONTENTS

the civilian population during the flood period; the
retaking of the Pripet bridgehead in the Petrikov
area; defensive operations; and the location of
combat outposts and raiding detachments along the
Pripet River from Golubitsa to Makarichi.

Ic, Ic/AO, Ila, VI, TB. Activity report of the
Intelligence Branch with intelligence reports,
intelligence bulletins, maps, and overlays pertaining
to enemy operations, movements, unit identification,
weapons, losses, and tactical situation; military
security; counter intelligence activity; antipartisan
operations; and troop entertainment. Activity reports
of the Personnel Branch, the Nazi Guidance Officer,
and the Intelligence Officer, 11 Feb-22 Mar 1944; a
casualty report; register of officers; report on care
and control of foreign auxiliaries (Hilfswillige); and
a report relating to the interrogation of returned
German prisoners of war,

la, Anlagen zura TB. Reports, orders, and directives
concerning the activation and training of the
1 02.Infanterie-Division,

Iar Anlagenband II zum KTB 1. Taktische leldungen und
Befehle.

la, Anlagenband I zum KTB 2. Mopping-up operations in
the Disna area and transfer to the Nevel area.

la, Anlagenband II zum KTB 2. Offensive engagements
in the Velikiye Luki and Toropets areas.

Ic, TB mit Anlagen, Intelligence reports and
bulletins, maps and overlays pertaining to enemy
operations, movements, unit identification, tactics,
battle conduct, fighting qualities, partisan training,
and tactical situation; counterintelligence activity
and troop entertainment. Orders on tho defensive
operations in the Rzhev and Olenino areas.

la, Anlagen zum KTB 9. Daily reports concerning

DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST F R A M E

1944/0 1/01-1944/03/31 102.ID 45321/5 1241 318

1940/11/15-1941/05/15 102.ID 15081/2

1941/06/30-1941/07/25 102.ID 16099/3

1941/07/24-1941/08/17 102.ID 18566/2

1941/08/17-1941/09/03 102.ID 18566/3

1941/10/29-1942/02/04 102.ID 23774/5

2356

2356

2356

2357

2357

1

229

605

1

449

1942/12/16-1942/12/31 102.ID 26562/3 2358w
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60 102. INFANTERIE-DIVISION

CONTENTS DATES ITEM NO. ROLL 1ST FRAME

tactical operations during the defensive battle in
the Rzhev area. An order relating to road
maintenance in winter, a casualty report, and
order-of-battle charts of AK 39 Pz..

la, Anlagenband 3 zum KTB 10. Daily reports and 1943/04/19-1943/06/30 102.ID 34133/4 2358 136
messages concerning position defense and antipartisan
operations in the areas around Sevsk and south of
Kromy.

la, Anlagen zufl KTB. Defensive engagements in the 1943/04/21-1943/05/31 102.ID 37551/16 2358 709
Sevsk area and position defense south of Kromy.
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